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ABSTRACT This case study helps to develop a better overall understanding of the roles and need for managing tradi-
tional water management technologies and to focus greater attention towards preserving them. The unique traditional
stone spouts of the Kathmandu Valley, Nepal, demonstrate human ingenuity in harnessing subsurface flows and are, as
well, an example of outstanding social accomplishment in the form of communal collaboration. In addition, in places,
some of these spouts are recognised as having significant heritage conservation value and thus contribute, via tourism,
to the local and national economy. This study shows the current values of traditional spouts and their connection with
social and cultural norms by comparing two spouts in peri-urban heritage areas of the Kathmandu Valley in Nepal. Ulti-
mately, it shows that in the presence of an alternative modern piped water supply system, which is inherently unreliable
at times, the absence of an appropriate property right system is leading to the ongoing decline in the state of these tra-
ditional spout systems.

K E Y M E S S AG E
The basis for developing a simple approach to measuring and
understanding the multiple values of traditional water man-
agement technologies, and thus for considering how they
should be managed in the future, is presented. Readers will
learn about the contribution of sociocultural beliefs,
thoughts and traditional institutional norms and values to
management of traditional water harvesting systems. They
will understand the importance of communal ownership
and the impact of modern technology in operating these tra-
ditional technologies in a sustainable way. Ultimately, there
is an argument that modern pipeline systems and traditional
spout infrastructure are complementary and thus achieve
multiple outcomes.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
Despite Earth’s extensive fresh water resources, billions of
people in many places still have limited access to basic water
services due to unsustainable management practices [1]. Sus-
tainable water resources management has thus become a key
challenge for people in many countries suffering from unreli-

able supplies of clean water. To help overcome this challenge,
traditional water harvesting and management techniques are
still used in many places, including Nepal. However, despite
being efficient and cost effective, it seems these traditional
methods are either in decline or have been completely aban-
doned in many countries [2]. Not only does such a loss
impact on water supply but it also impacts on cultural values,
religious practices and on heritage values (which in places are
important for tourism, and thus on economic values) [3, 4].
In some countries, such as Nepal and Iran, however, resources
continue to be invested to sustain water provision via these
traditional techniques [5–7]. The extent to which such tradi-
tional measures may endure modernisation pressures, with a
focus on Nepal, is a key driver of this case study, and a ques-
tion for the sustainable use of fresh water.

C A S E E X A M I N AT I O N
Stone spouts were the first hydraulic structure used in Nepal
to collect and distribute drinking water. Most stone spouts
were built in Kathmandu (176), Lalitpur (61) and Bhaktapur
(152) districts of Kathmandu Valley (total 389) in the fifth to
seventh centuries during the Lichhavi dynasties [8–10]. More
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were added until 1829 [11]. Shallow aquifers and springs
were used as a source of water for stone spouts [5]. The
aquifers supplying water to these spouts were recharged not
only by precipitation but also by state canals (called royal
canals or raj kulo in the local language) through which water
was conveyed from the foothills to artificial ponds and infil-
trated from ponds to the spouts [5]. State canals, ponds and
other water networks were maintained in such a way that
stone spouts could supply water with good quality and quan-
tity throughout the year, 24 h a day [5, 12]. Many fonts of
stone spouts are beautifully constructed with stone and metal
crafts in the shape of a crocodile, snake or other animal with
the water coming out of the mouth [5, 13].

Despite the age of the traditional infrastructure, some tra-
ditional water spouts have remained operational. However,
the development of new water supply technologies has
brought further traditional construction of such spouts to a
standstill [3]. Stone spouts are drying out and disappearing, a
feature attributed to rapid population growth, modern pipe-
line water supply systems, unplanned urban development
and haphazard construction of dug wells along their sources
[12]. Within the city of Kathmandu, many stone spouts, par-
ticularly those within the Bhaktapur Heritage District, have
religious, cultural and heritage value, the latter reflected
within the World Heritage Status accorded over the area in
1979 [12]. Our research concerned the changing state of
these spouts across the range of their values, the drivers affect-
ing such changes, and whether any of the driving forces could
or should be harnessed to protect the future of these
resources.

Baseline field research determined the state (physical)
of stone spouts in Bhaktapur district based on multiple
criteria (e.g., rate of spout flow; reliability of flow; degree
of development encroachment on the spout and sur-
rounds; degree of change to ornamental features) [3].
Results of this work showed that spouts, surprisingly, in
non-heritage areas of the urban and peri-urban environ-
ments were typically in a better state than those in equiva-
lent heritage areas [3, 14].

Further interview-based research was undertaken into
the cultural, religious and other links to the spouts and
into the multiple reasons for their general state of decline.
The research reported here is based on qualitative and
quantitative data collected from interviews with six plan-
ners and experts and 18 community members as well as
field observations of two stone spouts: Narayan hiti and
Sangdaha hiti (hiti means stone spout in the local lan-

guage) in the peri-urban heritage (Changunarayan) area of
the Bhaktapur District. About 98% of households in the
study area are indigenous Newar, mostly with an agricul-
ture background [15]. Seven focus group discussions with
four to six respondents were also completed to understand
the attitudes, feelings and beliefs experienced and the reac-
tions of participants to the subject matter. The same semi-
structured questionnaire was used for interviews and
group discussions.

Narayan hiti has good water flow and retains cultural
importance. Conversely, after introduction of a modern
pipe-line water supply system, Sangdaha hiti has gradu-
ally been destroyed and ultimately descended into debris
(Figures 1 and 2, respectively). The next two sections
describe the drivers that are contributing to the main-
tenance of Narayan hiti and those that have led to the
destruction of Sangdaha hiti.

S I G N I F I C A N C E O F T R A D I T I O N A L N O R M S A N D
VA LU E S I N WAT E R R E S O U R C E S M A N AG E M E N T
Findings from community member interviews and focus
group discussions show that in the areas where Newar indige-
nous communities and culture predominates, most spouts
feature Shiva (God). At the ceremonies where Newars wor-
ship their ancestors, their culture permits them only to use
spout water.

Narayan hiti, in the Changunarayan area, has special
religious significance. Only water from Narayan hiti is
allowed to be used at the Changunarayan (God) temple
for the purposes of worshipping (this temple is listed in
the 1979 UNESCO World Heritage List). There are two
stone spouts at one platform at Narayan hiti (Figure 1).
One (on the right inside, the frame of Figure 1 and having
a good flow of water) was for offering water to the
Changunarayan temple; the other (on the left inside, the
frame and dry in Figure 1) is for public use. The strongly
flowing spout formerly provided water to the Changu-
narayan temple but was locked by the Bhandel (a caste
of Newar assigned to carry water for the Changunarayan
temple). Around 40 years ago, the other spout at this loca-
tion completely dried out and the local people broke the
priests’ shackles and started to use the Changunarayan’s
spout. Nowadays, the same spout is used for offering water
to the Changunarayan temple as well as fulfilling the daily
needs of local people.

Narayan hiti was also important to the Newar culture
in matters concerning the touching of pigs. If they did
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F I G U R E 1 . Narayan hiti.

come into contact with a pig or pork, they had to shave
their head and bath in Narayan hiti to recover their purity.
Failure to perform this ritual could lead to a Newar being
prevented from entering their dwelling.

Analysis of the perceptions of people living in the peri-
urban heritage area of Bhaktapur shows that traditionally
spouts were sustained or managed partially through reli-
gious and general belief-driven actions. Individual local
people and social groups in the communities were thus
motivated to be proactive in cleaning and maintaining
spouts. For instance, most old male and female commu-
nity respondents explained that women going through
their monthly period and lower caste people are not
allowed to make use of Narayan hiti. As caste was deter-
mined based on the activities performed by people, and
the lower caste people did the work that was unsanitary
(e.g., cleaning toilets, leather works, or field work), this
functional demarcation effectively barred lower castes

from the spouts. According to respondents, a cultural
boundary was created through these rules. Leather items,
the innerwear of men and women and footwear are still
not allowed to be washed at the spout. Wearing shoes has
also been banned on the spout’s platform. It is a commonly
retained belief that if citizens polluted the water spout,
Changunarayan (God) would get annoyed and cause
plague and sickness. Even though there might be some
sound scientific reasons for such rules, they are couched in
the language and context of metaphysical belief systems.
These beliefs have a residual benefit in guiding public
behaviour in favour of stone spout conservation.

Most respondents, however, had a more utilitarian view
of spouts. They stated that when there was no reliable
source of water, people built stone spouts. Later, wells were
dug, and then pipelines introduced. Thus, fresh and clean
water was easily available and largely maintenance free.
Slowly people started ignoring spouts. Locals began
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F I G U R E 2 . Sangdaha hiti: the traditional spout is in the left foreground; the more recent reticulated supply is in the right back-
ground.

polluting the spouts, and their decline began. As men-
tioned earlier, there are two stone spouts at one platform
at Narayan hiti (Figure 1). One of these spouts has already
dried out because of its lack of cultural and related social
value attachment, and also because of the presence of a
modern pipeline water supply system. The impact of mod-
ern systems is illustrated through Sangdaha hiti.

M O D E R N T E C H N O LO GY—A C H A L L E N G E TO
S U S TA I N I N G T R A D I T I O N A L A P P R OAC H E S
Sangdaha hiti (Figure 2) is now a dysfunctional stone
spout, but to understand the reasons for its demise
requires an understanding of the complex development
pressures and contexts imposed on the spout.

Gradually, with the development of modern water sup-
ply systems, the ancient and medieval stone spouts and
communal water supply systems, in general, became

regarded as less useful than the private and personal water
taps of houses and subsequently have been neglected in
Nepal [7]. However, while the reticulated pipeline supply
is highly valued, in practice it is very unreliable, particu-
larly at certain times of the year (especially in the dry win-
ter season when, traditionally, the stone spout system has
been very reliable).

According to experts interviewed and documents
analysed, the pipeline water supply system was first intro-
duced in Nepal in 1895. Bir Shamsher Rana (the Prime Min-
ister) installed a piped drinking water supply system in Kath-
mandu Valley accessed through limited private and public
stand posts. The Department of Water Supply and Sewerage
(DWSS) was established in 1972 to provide a water and san-
itation programme throughout the country. Nepal Water
Supply Corporation (NWSC) was responsible for supplying
pipeline water, under the DWSS, in the Kathmandu Valley
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until 2008. Kathmandu Upatyaka Khanepani Limited
(KUKL) later became the main body responsible for the dis-
tribution of drinking water in the Valley. Thus, although
stone spouts have been widely used in the Kathmandu Valley
since ancient times, after the development of the modern
water supply system, stone spouts started to be ignored and
further construction ceased. The only time a focus falls on
these spouts is when the pipeline malfunctions and alterna-
tive sources are needed.

Respondents explained that the Changu-Duwakot-
Jhaukhel Drinking Water Supply System (CDJ DWSS), a
large community initiative, has operated since 1998 to pro-
vide drinking water to the inhabitants of three Village Devel-
opment Committee (VDC) areas, Changunarayan,
Duwakot and Jhaukhel. Likewise, Changunarayan Brihat
Khane Pani Yojana (Changunarayan Multiple Drinking
Water Scheme) has also operated since 1995 in the Changu-
narayan VDC area. Stone spouts were increasingly ignored as
modern pipeline water delivery systems have been installed
into almost all households. Having water “on tap” at
dwellings seemingly negates the need for an additional source
of water. For instance, Mohan Shamsher Rana (Prime Min-
ister) built a water tank in 1928 (99 years after the last spout
built in Nepal) in the Changunarayan VDC Ward Number
9 for the purpose of providing drinking water for the locals.
According to respondents, this water tank was the main dri-
ver for the deterioration of Sangdaha hiti. A modern tap pro-
vided water from the tank adjacent to Sangdaha hiti and con-
sequently people ignored the Sangdaha spout. Many respon-
dents noted that use of the spout had become a superfluous
daily activity or was just an extra supply in case of emergen-
cies. This perception resulted in lack of maintenance and the
spout dried out around 20 years later. Modern water reticula-
tion was then installed in the area between the two Sangdaha
spouts. This exemplifies the way in which the expediency,
convenience and assumed reliability of using modern tech-
nology has led to failure to maintain complementary alterna-
tives, resulting in a reduction in the resilience of a community
to failures in the modern supply system (which are now a
common occurrence).

P R O P E R T Y R I G H T A R R A N G E M E N T S A N D T H E
M A N AG E M E N T CO N T E X T
The changing state of the stone spout water supply systems
can also be seen as a consequence of changes in the insti-
tutional structures affecting their management. Common
property theory mainly concerns the relationship between

property rights and the participation of users in the gov-
ernance and management of common property resources
[16]. McKean [17] described a common property regime
as a property right arrangement where a group of users
share their rights and responsibilities towards a resource.
The nature and the degree of ownership over the resources
therefore influence user participation in managing com-
mon property resources, in this case stone spouts.

Management of common property resources through
public participation depends on the nature of ownership
and property rights [16, 18]. There is a lack of a sense of
communal ownership of stone spouts, and this adversely
affects the management system of traditional water har-
vesting systems. Historically, spouts were usually operated
by the public, and collectively managed through the guthi
(a defined social group with spout and related manage-
ment responsibilities) system. The guthi system was
formed by a group of people or members of a family based
on caste, patrilineal grouping or by local territorial consid-
erations [19]. Guthi held all rights to access, manage and
exclude, although not to alienate, the spouts from the pub-
lic. However, the guthi systems were disassembled after
all the rights regarding managing spouts were handed to
the Nepal Guthi Corporation and Department of Archae-
ology (DoA). All guthi lands were also privatised under
the Land Reform Act 1964. Problems have followed in
the management of the spouts identified in the study area,
especially in the management of Narayan hiti after the pri-
vatisation of guthi lands. Previously, the stone spouts of
the Kathmandu Valley were managed by either state guthi,
the initiator of spouts, or the local people [3]. All commu-
nity members interviewed during face-to-face interviews
and focus group discussions explained that there was a
guthi established by the state to look after the stone spouts
near the Changunarayan temple area. Three people (called
“Dhalapa” in Newari language, meaning water guard)
worked together every day and were given 18 muri (about
1,152 kg) of rice per year grown from land owned by the
guthi as a payment for services rendered. They patrolled
every day from the water source to each stone spout
located in the existing Changunarayan heritage areas.
They had responsibilities to guard, maintain and repair
the water sources, earthen canals, earthen pots (known
as “athah”), as well as any other spout infrastructure or
images. The guards also ensured people followed the rules
and regulations established for using water from spouts.
However, interviews and group discussions show that
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after the enactment of the Land Reform Act of 1964,
spout guthi became inactive in Bhaktapur. Most lands
owned by guthi were privatised under this Act, and there-
after there has been no guthi system to provide regular
income sources to manage water spouts.

Interviewees commented that, prior to the advent of
the water tank and modern piped water, Sangdaha hiti
was managed by the local people, but the reduced depen-
dency of the users on the spouts decreased the feeling of
ownership and responsibility towards them and signifi-
cantly contributed to the destruction of Sangdaha hiti.
All respondents from the Changunarayan heritage area
believe that stone spouts are common property. No indi-
vidual or group is responsible for looking after them. They
saw it as the responsibility of the Nepal Government.
However, most planners argued that conservation works
should be done by the locals themselves. Despite the lack
of local action, the government has not taken full respon-
sibility for maintenance. In summary, when using a com-
mon property lens, management funding, property rights,
policy, rules, regulations, incentives and lack of communal
ownership are identified as the main current institutional
aspects affecting the state of both spouts.

Ostrom [20] identified key “design principles” com-
mon in institutions successfully managing common prop-
erty resources. A lack of alignment with these design prin-
ciples may lead to failure to sustain their common prop-
erty resources. The weaknesses in the spout management
regime for both spouts is highlighted by applying
Ostrom’s [20] design principles as an analytical framework
(Table 1). Positively addressing and strengthening key
principles, or parts thereof, identified as lacking could help
improve the status of these spouts.

As Table 1 illustrates, the management of the stone
spouts falls well short of meeting Ostrom’s principles for
sustainable management of this heritage. Perhaps the most
important of these failures is the removal of rights to
organise local institutions to manage the spouts. While
there may now be higher level management agency sup-
port and expectations that locals will engage in mainte-
nance activities, there may need to be development of a
nested and inclusive system that enables this to occur.

CO N C LU S I O N
This study enhances understanding about sociocultural
and institutional norms and values and their role in con-
serving and sustainably managing traditional water har-

vesting and use systems, in this case water supply via stone
spouts in Kathmandu Valley, Nepal. Where a spout is of
significant spiritual importance, it has been retained in
good working condition. However, the research has also
shown that modern pipeline systems play a key role in
leading to neglect and abandonment of spouts, certainly
in the examples reported here. A more complementary
approach would ensure the traditional systems are main-
tained to compensate for the unreliable supply of water
from modern systems. However, the alienation of the local
community and the transfer of responsibility to external,
disconnected bodies, have resulted in no individuals or
groups being sufficiently motivated to maintain the his-
torical spout system. Effectively, the centralisation of own-
ership by the government has destroyed the communally
managed common property nature of these technologies,
with flow on consequences for their utility, religious, cul-
tural, heritage and tourism values.

C A S E S T U DY Q U E S T I O N S
1. What roles do community held sociocultural

beliefs have in efforts to sustainably manage tradi-
tional forms of infrastructure, including water
supply systems? Are these beliefs given sufficient
weight in decision-making processes?

2. What barriers and problems are faced in the ongo-
ing management of traditional forms of infrastruc-
ture, including water supply systems?

3. What is the nature of the relationship between
governmental and non-governmental organisa-
tions and social institutions regarding manage-
ment of traditional water supply structures (e.g.,
stone spouts)? How might integration of institu-
tional interests be encouraged?

4. How important is the property management
structure in determining resource management
decisions about traditional water supply systems?
Can Ostrom’s “design principles” be applied to
similar resource management issues?

5. Please describe a specific case in which a different
strategy was used for water supply heritage preser-
vation. How effective was this strategy? Where
was it ineffective? If there are no strategies how
might one be designed and what might it contain?
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TA B L E 1 . Evaluation of spout management regimes against Ostrom’s [20] design principles

Design principles Weakness of spout management regime based on design principles
Clear boundaries • No clear definition of users

• Management institutions are not interested in maintenance
Congruent rules • Rituals, sociocultural norms and values are gradually breaking down
Collective choice arrangements • Lack of communal ownership and responsibility over spouts
Monitoring • Absence of monitoring arrangements
Graduated sanctions • The community has no legal authority to impose punishment for encroaching on plat-

forms, stealing artistic or religious features and damaging spout infrastructure
Conflict resolution • No conflict resolution mechanisms
Rights to organise institutions • Rights of users to devise institutions for managing spouts are not recognised by the

national level government and, in fact, were handed to the Nepal Guthi Corporation and
Department of Archaeology

Nested units • Multiple levels of institutional arrangements for managing spouts do not exist

6. Are there legal provisions concerning the control
of development activities that influence the con-
servation and management of traditional water
supply structures (e.g., stone spouts)? If there are,
then are they effective in sustaining this heritage
and, if not, then why not?
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